In April 2009, Sir David Attenborough, the respected face and voice of British natural history programmes for more than fifty years, became the patron of a new charity, the Optimum Population Trust (OPT), an organisation campaigning to limit the world's population. His reason for accepting the honour, he confessed to *The Times*, was that he was terribly worried about the dramatic increase of the world's population and the effect it was having on the quality of human life throughout the world: "There are three times as many people in the world as when I started making television programmes only a mere fifty-six years ago. It is frightening. We can't go on as we have been. We are seeing the consequences in terms of ecology, atmospheric pollution and in terms of the space and food production.[1](#fn1){ref-type="fn"}" The chairman of OPT, Roger Martin, was more than delighted to have the famous naturalist on his side and rejoiced that Attenborough's impact as patron was simply 'magnificent... because he is so widely trusted. He has decency, authority and wisdom and he sees the big picture, which, frankly, rather few people do'.[2](#fn2){ref-type="fn"}

Curiously, Attenborough did not feel disturbed by the OPT's eugenic slogan 'Stop at Two'. But, then, what could a policy of 'only-two-children' mean to a 76-year-old father of two? OPT makes no secret of what 'Stop at Two' involves. As its website explains: "Unless we all do something, worldwide, there are going to be another 2.4 billion people on the planet by 2050. Having a smaller family -- just one or two children instead of three or more -- helps to reverse population growth. And by reversing population growth, we\'d be taking another green step towards environmental survival for all.[3](#fn3){ref-type="fn"}" Just below this statement there is a box which, if ticked, commits the visitor to promise that 'I\'m going to try not to have more than two children'! It is not clear if OPT intends to gather statistics on those who keep or break their promises.

Most of the journalists who reported on Attenborough's new role shared his fear of overpopulation and fully endorsed his call for reproductive self-control.[4](#fn4){ref-type="fn"} None reminded their readers of the often-disastrous consequences of such 'solutions' in the past (and, indeed, in the present).[5](#fn5){ref-type="fn"} At most, *The Times* online correspondent for 'Poverty and Development' noted that Attenborough's fears were not entirely new; they had occupied Western minds and emotions since at least the late eighteenth century.[6](#fn6){ref-type="fn"} It was another English man, *The Times* correspondent proudly submitted, the Reverend Thomas Robert Malthus (1766--1834) in his *An Essay on the Principle of Population* (1798), who first formulated the relationship between overpopulation and the scarcity of natural resources. And it was thanks to Malthus that people began to believe that 'the power of population is indefinitely greater than the power in the earth to produce subsistence for man'.[7](#fn7){ref-type="fn"}

Ripped out of context, Malthus' famous equation resonates nicely with the worries expressed by Attenborough & Co. Indeed, the late eighteenth-century parson of political economy comes to speak perfectly to our fearful 'global times', and in English at that! Through Malthus the linkage between population (control) and national prosperity becomes as obvious and 'natural' as the moral warrant to command individual reproductive 'responsibility' in the face of 'pressures on global resources'. If we dig deeper, however, as many historians have, the equation is less tidy than it seems. When Malthus wrote, the very idea of 'population' had yet to be firmly established as a tool of political practice. Political philosophers and economic theorists had still to convince governments, savants, and the literate public of the value of collecting numbers, and of the 'utility' of those statistics for, say, facilitating comparisons between states -- let alone applying them to the control and management of population(s).[8](#fn8){ref-type="fn"} In fact, the essential feature of the modern capitalistic nation state in relation to population (which appears so 'natural' to Attenborough and the supporters of the OPT) was only in the making when Malthus wrote, and indeed was hugely dependent upon his writings.

My current project, 'The Birth of Biopower in Eighteenth-Century Germany', seeks to open up this 'making' by drawing on Foucault's concept of 'biopower', with its poles of individual health and the health of populations. It focuses on the Electorate of Bavaria, which was ruled by the Wittelsbach family from their large and splendid court at Munich. Bavaria was the second largest German-speaking land in the Holy Roman Empire, and one of the major political forces in Europe. My study explores how concerns with the individual wellbeing of Bavarian subjects and the prosperity of the population as a whole became integral to the priorities of those governing Bavaria. These concerns, in turn, were fed by the emergent themes of Enlightenment medicine, philosophy, politics and economics -- subjects, that scholars most often discuss in isolation, and rarely ever in relation to 'sovereign power', the concept that Foucault himself tended to juxtapose with 'biopower'.

Foucault coined the terms 'biopower' and 'biopolitics' in the late 1970s in order to account for the successful rise of the concept of population control in the course of the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries.[9](#fn9){ref-type="fn"} He argued that it was part and parcel of a whole new approach to power then emerging in all European countries that focused on the control of the human body: "I mean a number of phenomena that seem to me to be quite significant, namely, the set of mechanisms through which the basic biological features of the human species became the object of a political strategy, of a general strategy of power, or, in other words, how, starting from the 18th century, modern Western societies took on board the fundamental biological fact that human beings are a species. This is what I have called biopower.[10](#fn10){ref-type="fn"}"

When these new techniques of political power first emerged in the eighteenth century they rivalled and complemented older modes of power, traditionally centred entirely on the persona of the ruler. Unlike 'biopower', which aimed both at disciplining the individual and regulating populations, 'sovereign power' was repressive and intermittent. It aimed at control through punishment and operated in response to certain sets of circumstances through specific and identifiable agents.[11](#fn11){ref-type="fn"} By the eighteenth century, most European governments were moving from sovereign power to biopower, inventing new ideas and practices that linked the health of individuals and populations within territorial systems for economic and political security.[12](#fn12){ref-type="fn"} 'Public health' (as it would come to be known in the nineteenth century), sexuality, and concerns with the wellbeing and longevity of individuals became their target in relation to the collective prosperity of the political whole.

In the German-speaking territories, of which there were nearly four hundred in the eighteenth century, this development was particularly pronounced, attached as it was to the then emergent 'science of government' known as 'cameralism' (the German counterpart of French mercantilism).[13](#fn13){ref-type="fn"} Cameralism, which was as much an economic theory as a political practice, aimed at mobilising all the available resources of a territory and its population in the service of a common good.[14](#fn14){ref-type="fn"} Thus it concentrated on the growth of economic production *and* necessarily a strong productive work force. Central to it was the establishment of an apparatus that would ensure the subjection of the productive individual and the population as a whole.[15](#fn15){ref-type="fn"} For this, as well as for the 'happiness' of the fatherland, the practice of medicine and 'public health' were crucial. As historians of medicine have pointed out, in the course of the eighteenth-century treatises on 'medical police' (*medicinische Policey*) proliferated.[16](#fn16){ref-type="fn"} In the German literature, this 'policing' (a term with much wider meaning than today) is usually written within the narrative of 'the rise of public health', 'the professionalisation of medicine', and the history of 'medicalisation', and always in reference to the process of state formation.[17](#fn17){ref-type="fn"} What this emphasis loses sight of, however, is the fact that these biopolitical efforts for the care of the individual and social body were actually conducted within absolutist states. Cameralism, indeed to the frustration of many of its would-be instigators, was compelled to take as its essential object the might of the sovereign who sought not so much to increase the wealth of the country as a whole, as to facilitate his or her personal wealth accumulation, and hence the military might with which to carry out sovereign policies.[18](#fn18){ref-type="fn"} Moreover, the instruments that cameralism used -- laws, decrees and regulations -- were the traditional weapons of sovereignty. Cameralism under absolutist rule therefore points to something that Foucault mentioned only in passing -- that the emergence of 'biopower' was not a straightforward linear process replacing sovereign power, but rather, a matter of struggle and contestation within the eighteenth-century absolutist state.

My project aims at investigating these struggles through the example of the Electorate of Bavaria. One of my central claims is that in Bavaria the new technologies of biopower were 'born' at court, the centre of sovereign power. By way of illustration, I focus on the courtier and physician, Johann Anton von Wolter (1711--87), an Enlightenment figure with great enthusiasm for cameralist policy and medical policing, and who regarded his profession as central to the economic welfare of the Bavarian state.[19](#fn19){ref-type="fn"} Von Wolter was also a clever politician who succeeded in serving the last two Bavarian Wittelsbach Electors, Maximilian III Joseph (1727--77), and Karl Theodor (1724--99) for almost thirty years -- a rare achievement in a micro culture of mischievous gossip and intrigue. As the first physician (*protomedicus*) of the country, von Wolter was responsible for the personal health of the Elector himself and his family, and for structuring and organising medicine and healthcare in the Electorate at large. In a world in which political power was measured through proximity to the ruler, von Wolter's influence was considerable, and he used it both to advance the idea of a medical police, and for specific reforms in midwifery, military medicine, and the control of epidemics. He also used it for the reform of agriculture and food production as sources for the health of the population.[20](#fn20){ref-type="fn"}

Like other cameralist administrators, von Wolter felt the straightjacket of absolutist rule. Chronically cash-trapped because of their involvement in the European wars of the time, Maximilian III Joseph and Karl Theodor were neither keen nor able to provide steady and generous support for von Wolter's often seemingly (to them) rather grand ideas.[21](#fn21){ref-type="fn"} For example, his endorsement of smallpox vaccination was met with outright opposition from Maximilian III Joseph (who, with poetic justice, fell victim to the disease in 1777). In what follows, I want to turn to another example of von Wolter's activities, which was successfully implemented, the regulation and reform of midwifery. I will briefly sketch how his life as a courtier was crucial to the development and implementation of such reform.

Von Wolter's interest in midwifery was rooted in the greatest political catastrophe to face Bavarian politics in the second half of the eighteenth century, namely, the prospect of no heir to the throne. Neither the Electoral spouse, Maria Anna of Saxony (1728?97), nor Maria Anna of Palatine (1722?90), the wife of Duke Clemens (1722?70), the Elector?s direct cousin (and second in line of dynastic heritage), were able to produce offspring (despite several successful pregnancies). Von Wolter, during the first decade of his appointment at court was deeply involved in the medical care of these two women. Among other things, this put him in continuous correspondence with major European specialists in midwifery. It also entailed extended visits to various restorative spas. He turned the situation to his advantage, exploiting the issue of the succession to convince the Elector Maximilian III Joseph to innovate by appointing several male French accoucheurs to the Munich court.[22](#fn22){ref-type="fn"} He also established a generous grant system to enable aspiring Bavarian surgeons to train at the famous midwifery school of Johann Jakob Fried (1689--1769) in Strasbourg before taking up appointments back in their home country. When it became increasingly clear that the Electoral couples would remain childless and the courtly services of the male accoucheurs were no longer required, von Wolter managed to convince Maximilian III Joseph to supply them with official titles and appointments at key administrative centres in Bavaria. Once dispersed, events took their own course. Since it was not easy for the accoucheurs to survive once they were cut off from the professional and social amenities of the court (they were often irregularly paid, and faced not only the hostility of local populations, but that of competing medical men and midwives) they devised new means of surviving. Many of them published books on midwifery or other aspects of medical police for the glory and economic benefit of the fatherland. Some opened midwifery schools, which, once they were officially recognised by the Collegium Medicum (which was presided over by von Wolter), began training local midwives and surgeons in the latest scientific theories and practices of midwifery. By the end of the eighteenth century no one in Bavaria could practice midwifery without having passed through one of these schools. Thus, directly and indirectly, von Wolter succeeded in turning midwifery into a centralised and state-controlled system -- ironically, as the Wittelsbach family line died out in 1799 for want of issue.[23](#fn23){ref-type="fn"} Von Wolter's immediate concern for the continuation of sovereign power conveniently permitted him to develop and exercise new practices of biopower that, ever after, would target the individual bodies of Bavarian subjects *and* regulate the population at large. Thus -- but not without immense struggle -- did sovereign power give issue to the new technologies of biopower.

This is not to say, however, that biopower put flight to sovereign power once and for all. The struggle between sovereign power and biopower did not end in the eighteenth century. Indeed, as the Italian political philosophers Giorgio Agamben and Roberto Esposito have powerfully argued, the struggle is ongoing.[24](#fn24){ref-type="fn"} Agamben and Esposito -- both deeply influenced by Foucault's original idea -- reflect on the relationship between sovereign power and biopower post-Second World War as a phenomenon hidden behind the political rhetoric of liberal and neoliberal states. To be sure, the contest appears in different guises than it did in eighteenth-century Bavaria -- above all, and most darkly, in Nazi Germany.[25](#fn25){ref-type="fn"} What remains the same since the eighteenth century, however, is that the struggle between these different exercises of power on the bodies of individuals and populations is conducted in the name of economic prosperity. The Bavarian story of the struggle helps to make this clear. From this perspective, the OPT?s rhetoric is nothing but another version of the same old struggle.
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